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Project Background
The DRC, once described as ‘one of the most paradigmatic case of state failure’ (Reno 2006, 43), has
become one of the largest ‘live’ laboratories for international interventions. Concerned with an
international ‘spillovers’ of the country’s various ailments, myriad international actors funded and
designed a variety of ambitious peacekeeping, peacebuiling and statebuilding missions. The EU, in line
with its Common Foreign Defence and Security Policy, mandated EUPOL to assist the Congolese
government in implementing a sweeping Police and Justice reform that would reinforce its institutional
capacity. The mission, however, produced mixed results and by 2014, its reputation was smeared by the
PNC led ‘Opération Likofi’, during which dozens of civilians were arbitrarily arrested, killed and
tortured, officially to eliminate Kinshasa’s street gangs (kuluna).
One dimension of EUPOL’s SSR was its Community Police programme that ran in the small, but
populous Commune de Kinshasa from 2009 to 2014, and have since then been put on hold while other
activities ensues (including justice and army reforms, and some financial support to building
construction schemes for the police).
The goal ? ‘Endow the DRC with a democratic, republican, effective, civil, apolitical and professional
police service’ (Nlandu Mayamba Mbuya 2013, 11), a set of concepts borrowed directly from Western
civil and common law and utilized within the UK’s community policing attempts for instance.
Existing literature on EUPOL’s endeavors emphasize two key issues with its programs:
1) externally-driven SSRs, including EUPOL’s, have been set on engaging with the state at a ‘high-level’
in order to promote western-like institutional reform of security governance causing competing
interests and political quagmires;
2) enhancing ‘local ownership’ via civil society groups who are ‘in touch’ with local realities, an
endeavour that remained marginal at best despite a strong rhetorical pledge. In short, programming
efforts have moved either ‘top-down’ or ‘bottom-up’ in their approaches and are decidedly Eurocentric
in their outlook inthe particular ways they conceive police-citizen relations as formal interactions.

Project Rationale &Research Questions
Although it is assumed that both approaches (top-down
and bottom-up) are connected, scholars and policymakers do not always theoretically problematize and
empirically probe these linkages. By researching EUPOL’s
shortcomings at the macro-institutional level, researchers
struggle to provide fined-grained analyses of how
relationships between police officers (public authorities)
and local residents (private citizens) emerging from the
intimacy of everyday life contribute to structuring security
governance and to understanding the challenges of
accessing and maintaining an urban ‘public space’ at the
micro-level.
Driving RQ: How can an in-depth, ethnographic analysis
of the local, private and inter-personal practices knitting
police-citizens relations inform future police reform
endeavors and how do the performative and ideational
dimensions of such interactions link to broader dynamics
of social organization and state formation in urban
settings ?

Specific Research Questions
1) What are the various texts international SSR actors
both in Brussels and Kinshasa have used to define their
programming policies and how do they understand
security governance, policing in the Congo and the
causes of their own organizations’ successes and
failures?
2) How do ordinary Congolese both among the police
and citizens construct and define their own security and
how is ‘security’ then locally practiced?
3) Under which conditions does security governance
originate both from the ‘private’ and ‘public’ spheres of
social life?
4) Finally, how do local actors’ life-worlds differ from
macro-level representations of policing, and how can the
latter be modified so as to align them with the ‘real
experiences’ of their intended recipients?

Recent Academic Perspectives
& Key Objectives
Surprisingly, the literature on police work in the DRC and international police reform is
actually – still – relatively embryonic, but recent scholarly pieces have begun to tackle the
issues pertaining to urban security, real governance and police-citizens interactions from a
theoretical and methodological stand that emphasize the importance of the mundane,
everyday experiences of police officers and their service users.
àProduce nuanced accounts on the politics of corruption and violence, relations of
mutuality in negotiating security and safety problems, surveillance tactics, the difficult, but
real, collaborations with other civil servants and the paradoxical relationship between
collective imaginaries of public order and local police practices.
Overall objective : Localizing SSR at once within the spaces of everyday life and lay
politics and at the interstice of micro and micro sociological approaches to the problem of
Police reform and security governance in urban settings. In other words: à Proposes a
transversal/horizontal approach to the issue, that transcends micro/macro dichotomy and
de-naturalizes its supposed existence. Why? Because these are spaces constituted by agents
carrying out intensely micro-level work that, nonetheless works to support, reproduce, and
relegitimize the macro-existence of the state.
Specific objectives: 1) offer empirical expertise on the performative and ideational
dimensions of security governance in urban DRC, 2) present an innovative critical approach
to international conceptualizations of governance in fragile states and, 3) provide new
practical avenues to policy-makers engaging in future SSR programming.

Methodological Tools & Perspective
§ Conducting open-ended Interviews w/police officers, ordinary
citizens, international actors, Cadre de Base staff, and higher-level
Congolese police officials involved in Community PolicingReveals usages of discourses, inter-subjective meaning-making,
daily practices/routines, and collective imaginaries.
§ “Following around”/participant observation: discloses modalities
of social interactions, challenges of everyday activities,
performative acts and quotidian routines.
§ Visualizing state actors [photography + participatory mapping] :
Shows extent of territorial/spatial presence in urban setting,
produces different types of data pertaining to local habits,
practices of knowledge production, presentation of the self, and
social interactions.
§ Collecting secondary sources: official SSR, Police reform, and
police organizational documents, Radio Okapi’s “Parole aux
auditeurs”, and local press articles on police reform and police
violence.

Some Illustrations

1) URBAN SECURITY ASSEMBLAGE

àDisentangle the different roles and the institutional place of low-level police officers in mitigating or
generating these issues of urban security governance.
B. Exploring the modalities of discursive and material practices - historically informed (Force Publique,
Mobutism, war trauma) and socially enacted:

Police-citizen interactions display high degree of mistrust, high level of fear towards law-enforcement
institutions (both from citizens and low-ranking officers – militaristic practices), widespread relating to quotidian
precariousness on both sides, hopelessness/helplessness, popular defiance, ritualistic/violent power of
injunction, unequal negotiational schemes, power of extraction (money, material goods and information),
collective redefinition of public service (ideal-typical image of police functions, practices of protection,
accountability mechanisms, inclusion, and appeasement), privatized police forces (depleted units)

Police-State relations: overbearing feeling of hierarchical obedience (fear, deference), defiant attitude shaped
by military-civilian binary, collaborative schemes w/ Cadre de Base (in attempts to maintaining both public and
social order: control, public authority), political and politicized institutions, neglect and abandonment (funding,
training, material condition, dignity).

Preliminary Findings

A. Accounting for urban contexts - Perceptions and experiences of insecurities: Explore the various
components of “ordinary” violence – that is a kind of violence ingrained within the mundane aspects of
everyday life (conditions of precarious housing, joblessness, work accidents, heavy rains, potholes, power cuts,
disease, water shortages, garbage piles, hunger, traffics jams …) and other kinds of more direct, physical violence
that has become ordinary, commonplace (kuluna violence, gender violence, theft, murder, burglary, urban
uprisings etc).

2) POLICE REFORM
A. Accounting for urban contexts
Reform
is
concerned
with
legal/juridical
framework,
demilitarization of police work, ranks and interactions, reestablish
state authority over people and territory,
But objectifying and reifying urban security governance - overemphasis
on urban youth violence and crime, public order: neglect broader
dynamics of structural violence.
B. Exploring the modalities of discursive and material practices
(3P3R, 10 golden rules, training in rule of law and HRL, relocated
SCIAT & CIAT, CLSP, 112 …)
Police-citizen interactions: seemingly induced some degree of
change on issues of mistrust, fear, widespread relating to quotidian
precariousness on both sides, hopelessness/helplessness, popular
defiance, ritualistic/violent power of injunction, unequal negotiational
schemes, power of extraction (money, material goods and information),
collective redefinition of public service (ideal-typical image of police
functions, practices of protection, accountability mechanisms,
inclusion, and appeasement), privatized police forces (depleted units).
Police-state relations: overbearing feeling of hierarchical obedience
(fear, deference), defiant attitude shaped by military-civilian binary,
collaborative schemes w/ Cadre de Base (in attempts to maintaining
both public and social order: control, public authority), political and
politicized institutions, neglect and abandonment (funding, training,
material condition, dignity).

Tentative Comments on Political &
Programmatic Shortcomings

§ International actor
competition
§ Limited
national/government/
municipal ownership
and interest
§ Limited police
institution ownership
§ Scattered police reform
over whole territory
§ Disrupted program and
disengagement in
“Commune Pilote”
§ Securitzation vs
inclusionary/democrati
c practices
§ Internal
tensions/competition
§ Both overlooked and
echoed historical
tendencies to sanitize
and control the urban
poor

Overlooked
critical
aspects
of
security
governance? Other?
How to create better
linkages between the
urban context and the
rest?
Think through broader
theoretical
inferences
related to processes of
state formation and urban
public space?
Output:
Policy
paper/brief ?
One
conventional article, one
article based on visual
material?

Ways forward ?

